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Bedtime Stories full of memorable performances
Maria Tzavaras
Scarborough Mirror

Declarations of love have never come in such an odd and hilarious package as in Bedtime Stories by Norm Foster, the
first show of the season by the Scarborough Players.

A play that will have you laughing from the beginning to the end, this show tells the story of 15 people whose lives are
woven together in the most bizarre circumstances, and portrays what happens to each of them on the same night.

The commonality, besides it all happening on one night in different locations, is that every scene is in a bedroom. You
will be amazed at how much can go on inside a bedroom besides sleeping.

This show is funny from the opening scene where shock DJ Eddie ‘Nighthawk’ Nichols (Cary West) has given $5,000 to
a couple to be intimate on live radio from a hotel room. When middle-aged couple Lou and Betsy Ballantyne (John
Pirker, Deborah Ann Jarvis), show up in their slippers and robes, it’s obvious this couple have another reason for doing
this stunt.

Turns out they’re doing it for the love of their daughter, Melody (Tara Smylie), to pay for her college tuition.

During the minutes before they’re to go live-to-air, the DJ becomes endeared to the couple and having an attack of
conscious, decides to call it off. He’s also inspired by their love and decides to try to get his wife Laura (Stephanie
Haines) back, who is moving out of their home as they speak.

The Ballantyne’s decide to make use of the room anyway, but unfortunately the microphone attached to the headboard
is left on and their tryst is broadcast live, becoming the backdrop to the five other scenes that follow in this show.

Each scene helps to establish future scenes, and while each has its own focus, is connected to the other.

For example, in the next scene we meet a dying Derek (Garth Gibson) who is visited by an old high school crush Susan
(Meg Gibson), and they re-live their one and only date to the Tommy Quick (Tommy Boston) concert, and talk about her
unhappy marriage to her husband Steve, both of whom we meet in later scenes.

This show is full of funny and endearing characters, like Yolanda (Jean Graham) the cab driver who due to a head injury
gets lost constantly, and the performances are believable and impeccably played.

There are so many memorable moments, but one of the funniest scenes depicts Sandy (Mandy May Cheetham), an
exotic dancer with no rhythm, having a meeting with her boss Charlie (Drew Smylie) who tells her she has no future in
the profession.

Laura’s mini meltdown about men and their shortcomings is amazingly played by Haines, as is the dual roles played by
Boston who depicts both the aging rocker Tommy Quick and Nick, the thief with a conscience.

West also plays dual roles of the DJ and Davey, the counterpart thief to Nick, showing his versatility and ability to be
funny in different roles.

The opening scene between the Ballantyne’s, played amazingly by Pirker and Jarvis, is flawless in their timing and
delivery perfectly sets the stage for what to expect throughout the rest of the show; Comedy, witty dialogue and great
performances.

Definitely not for kids, this show does have adult language and innuendoes, but it’s never raunchy or explicit in any way
and evokes anything but sheer laughter.

Bedtime Stories runs until Oct. 20, 8 p.m., and a 2 p.m. matinee on Oct. 14, at the Scarborough Village Theatre, 3600
Kingston Rd. Tickets are $18.

For tickets call the box office at 416-267-9292 or visit www.theatrescarborough.com
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